Life, like any other journey, is filled with obstacles and miracles. How we choose to embrace life’s “wonders”, and how we react to such hindrances as disappointments, distractions, betrayals or set-backs, not only demonstrates the memories or legacies we choose to leave, but also serves as a signature and footprint that may impact other lives.

Wonders in the form of unmerited and priceless gifts of love, understanding, and reciprocal or non-reciprocal attributes which appear at various phases – all not evidently aimed at pushing us through difficult phases at the time, and whilst not even appearing to be extraordinary – and merely posing as simple acts of kindness, eventually magnifying their significance and even growing to become pivotal aspects and fundamentals which shape our paths.

This volume is particularly dedicated to life’s miracles – and all those who have assisted not only in facilitating the dreams of others, but have also as a result, continued to play an enduring role in the lives of those who succeed their legacies. Angels appear in different forms – and whilst some choose to live, or remain amongst ordinary people, some have left to continue life as “real angels” - appearing, once every while in different forms – visiting or being sent through the most unimaginable means and gifts. And the most wonderful gift of love – the main essence of life and survival for many. Love appreciated and never under-estimated is twice as fulfilling – and in appreciation of all those who have supported life’s endeavors and objectives through other acts of kindness and compassion – particularly those endeavors aimed at making positive contributions, my gratitude is extended to such. I would also like to thank my most enduring angel of all – my mother.

Un Ange Frappe (Encore) A La Porte…and “Florence” means so much more than just a wonderful town and a nursing role model (Florence Nightingale), whose contribution to nursing and affection continues to impact lives and future generations to come...A lesson for humanity - in nature and culture.